CONTAINERS!

Jack and Jill carried one of these up a hill
Where you put your gas
If you eat at a cafeteria, place your food on a __ for easier carrying
Another word for a flagon that can be easily carried on a person
Not the recommended method for going over Niagara Falls
"A-tisket, a-tasket, a green and yellow __"
Scientist uses these made of glass
What a soda might come in
If you don't want the whole bottle, order a __ of wine instead
A __ or strongbox is where medieval people kept their valuables
Put your herbs in this and grind them with a pestle
What an archer carries his arrows in
Pigs and horses often eat from this container
Greek jar with two handles and a narrow neck and base
If you smoke, put your butts here
If you go on a long hike, carry one of these to keep hydrated
A large reservoir, usually underground, for storing rainwater
A hand gun can be kept in a belt or shoulder __
A container that dispenses liquids; not a baseball player
What kids carry their school books in, or what hikers carry
A small basket-like bed for small babies
Witches brew their potions in one of these
Stuff your letter in one of these and mail it
Another word for a cuspidor, please don't miss
Young women keep their linens and china in this before marriage
Use one of these to carry loose papers, drawings or photos
A small, flat trunk where soldiers keep their personal belongings
Put your dirty socks and underwear in this
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